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CHAPTER I.
INTRODTJCTIOTT
Rheumatic Fever and Rheumatic Heart Disease
a Nation-Wide Problem
Piheumatic fever is more and more generally recognized
as a major public health problem in this country* Communities,
states, and the federal govemment have rheumatic fever
programs and the disease is reportable in many states. It is
now adjudged one of the serious diseases, because its cause
is still unknown, its onset is either acute, or treacherous
by its slow approach, its duration is brief, but its conva-
lescence is long and its effects may be crippling. Rheumatic
fever is one of the causes of disabling heart disease: chorea,
too, a disease of the nervous system, also affects the heart,
and is connected with rheumatic fever. In from 50 to 60 per
cent of the cases of active rheumatic fever, there is cardiac
involvement* Such effects mean a change in the patient's
physical well being, often necessitating reorganization of his
plan for life.
Rheumatic fever is an infectious childhood disease of
long duration, beginning most often between 5 and 15 years of
age, "Rheumatic fever kills more school-age children than any
other disease. The Bureau of Census in data compiled from
death certificates for 1941 lists 1900 deaths in the age group

5 to 14 from acute rheumatic fever." "There is danger in
the age group 15 to 19: 1500 deaths resulted and rheumatic
fever was the second cause of death. "-^
"Rheumatic Heart Disease is the chief cause of death
in school children in New York City, with the exception of
accidents among boys ,"2
Results of Rheumatic Fever
The usual course may be characterized hj recurrences
of any of the symptoms later in successive years. The earlier
in life the attack occurs, the less chance the child has of
escaping recurrences and possibly severe heart damage. At-
tacks may cease after puberty, and the patient has a reason-
able chance of carrying on without further heart damage.
There is a correlation between the degree of cardiac damage,
and the number and severity of recurrences. Occasionally the
physical signs of rheumatic heart disease may regress or
disappear with proper treatment and preventive care. Unfortu-
nately this does not often happen.
In from 40 to 50^ of patients no heart damage is
suffered at all in the initial attack so that if the patient
has no recurrences, he will have a normal heart the rest of
his life.
I Betty Huse, M.D., "Rheumatic Fever in Children,"
The Child
,
7:158, May, 1943.
2 J. Hamilton Crawford, "Public Health Aspects of
Heart Disease," Part I, Hygeia
,
17:155, Feb., 1939.
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Cause of Rheumatic Fever
The cause of rheumatic fever is still unknown. There
seems to be a correlation between the hemolytic streptococcus
and the beginning of rheumatic heart disease. Rheumatic fever
often occurs following tonsillitis, scarlet fever, or upper
respiratory infections for which hemolytic streptococci are
responsible. It does not always follow, however. Medical
authorities disagree as to v/hether or not foci of infection
within the body, such as diseased tonsils, abscessed teeth, or
chronic appendicitis are related also. Streptococcal in-
fections are dangerous to children with rheiimatic heart dis-
ease, for recurrent attacks of rheumatic fever may occur with-
in a few weeks of infection. These children must be guarded
against infection, and this is one of the paramount points in
preventive care.
There are environmental factors also. Children who
suffer from malnutrition, and who live in damp, crowded
quarters, are potential patients. There is a definite fami-
lial factor: rheumatic fever is much more common among
children whose parents had rheumatic fever. It is thought
this is on a hereditary basis, though the possibility of con-
tagion cannot be absolutely ruled out. Again, rheumatic fever
occurs more commonly in the temperate zone and is most preva-
lent in the spring. The hemolytic streptococcus is most
common then, there is dampness and the weather is more

changeable. The area of highest incidence of rheumatic fever
in Boston in 1941 was a street where many Italian families of
low economic status live in unhygienic, ancient tenements
built on filled-in land,^
Symptoms and Diagnosis
Rheumatic fever is often difficult to diagnose, since
its symptoms are common to other diseases. These symptoms may
occur singly or in groups. In general, they include unex-
plained loss of weight, rise in temperature, nose bleeds,
swelling and pain in the joints, and subcutaneous nodules. In
all fevers of unknown origin, the heart should be examined
carefully not only during the acute attack but for several
wSeks thereafter.
The education of the public to these symptoms is
greatly needed. The undramatic nature of rheumatic fever, its
stealthy onset and slow steady progress, have no special ap-
peal to the general public's emotion or interest.
Treatment
In order to successfully treat rheumatic fever, com-
munity facilities of medical care should be available and
utilized. There are three stages in the proper care of rheu-
matic fever. (1) Care for the acutely ill child which can
usually be given best in a hospital where there are adequate
5 Janet B. Ross, Unpublished material in the files
of The Children's Mission to Children.

facilities for the care of acute illnesses, (2) Convalescent
care at home, or in a foster home or an institution. This
should be given when the child still needs to be in bed, but
should not be in an acute hospital where the risk of respira-
tory infection is great: the acute hospital cannot afford beds
for the long term less seriously ill patient, (3) Pollow-up
care when the disease is inactive, both for preventive and
precautionary reasons.
The most important method of treatment we have to date
Is bed rest. This should be continued not only during the
acute phase of the illness when the patient is more obviously
ill, but also during the low grade chronic stage, when special
tests may be needed to detect the presence of the rheumatic
fever process.
At present the treatment includes besides bed rest,
the relief of symptoms through salicylates. These latter are
of value for the relief of pains and the reduction of fever.
There is considerable doubt as to whether the drugs, even when
given in very large doses, alter the course of the rheumatic
fever or affect the incidence of heart involvement.
General pediatric and nursing care, and cheerful and
comfortable surroundings are essential features of successful
management during the long siege of illness, (See Dr. Bland's
.3
statement on pagelO). The length of the illness at each re-
currence varies from several months to several years**^
4 This information regarding rheumatic fever was
gained from miscellaneous reading, and from experience and
observation, and consultation with Dr. Benedict P. Massell,
physician of The Children's Mission to Children.

CHAPTER II
BACKOROUUD AND IffiTHODS OP THE STUDY
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this thesis is to study the subsequent
events in the lives of fifty-eight children who have had one
or more attacks of rheumatic fever, and who have sustained
varying amounts of heart damage. The term "cardiac child"
refers to any child who has had rheumatic fever, whether or
not heart damage resulted* The child is considered potential-
ly a cardiac even if he has a normal heart, because the dis-
ease may recur and he may then have a heart condition.
Although each child was originally to be studied in
the four fields of (a) education, (b) vocation, (c) recreation
and social, and (d) home, the actual findings of the thesis
relate to the accomplishments at school and at work, together
with the patient's present emotional attitude toward his
illness, and, in some cases, handicap. The shift in emphasis
is because the writer was unable to find pertinent data for
any conclusion in the two fields of recreation and social, and
home. On the other hand, patients voluntarily expressed much
feeling toward their illness in the first contacts the writer
made: therefore a section considering this was incorporated
in the schedule. As men revealed their emotions about draft
classification, this data was also included.
-
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Persons who have had rheumatic heart disease have been
ill during the formative years of their lives, since this is a
disease mainly of children and adolescents. Because of the
prolonged medical care necessary, the child has had to face
many adjustments during his illness and the time following.
This thesis will show what some of these adjustments have been,
and the mechanisms that have been used in making them*
Sources of Data
The group of fifty-eight cases used by the writer were
the cases known to the joint "Cardiac Study" of The Children's
Mission to Children and the Children's Cardiac Clinic of the
Massachusetts General Hospital* This five-year study was
carried on between 1934 and 1939 by three agencies 7/hose
interests are in the physical and social aspects of heart dis-
ease* The agencies involved were The Children's Cardiac
Clinic of the Massachusetts General Hospital, The Committee
for the Home Care of Children with Heart Disease, and the
Children's Mission to Children, The aim of the Study was two-
fold:
"To deterraine the value of the relatively intensive
care of these children, and to ascertain the best way to
utilize the resources available for such care."^
Cases were referred by the hospital clinic to the physician
and to the medical social worker of the Children's Mission*
1 Paul D. White, "A Survey of the Problem of the Care
of Children with Rheumatic Heart Disease," New England Journal
of Medicine, 224:627, April, 1941*
0-:
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The case was accepted only if the medical and social prognosis
were favorable. There were no other criteria. Cases were
accepted into the Study in the order in which they became
known to the Children's Cardiac Clinic, It was intended o-
riginally that one hundred cases be studied, but lack of
personnel and a limited amount of time caused the number to
stay eventually at sixty-four. Of this number, five have
died, and one has returned to Italy, The total remaining in
the Cardiac Study is therefore fifty-eight.
Since it is realized that children are happier if they
are allowed to make their recovery in their own homes, such
convalescence was encouraged if the home conditions were ade-
quate. Otherwise they were placed in the medical foster homes
of the Children's Mission to Children, Such foster homes
offer the services of school, occupational therapy, religious
instruction, and of course, medical supervision. In the first
five year period, the hospital physician kept in close touch
with the child either at home or at foster home. In both
instances the hospital medical social worker supervised with
the joint purpose of giving the family and the child under-
standing of the treatment necessary. Where possible case work
services helped to solve family problems so the child could
return home to a good situation*
A total of sixty-four cases were studied during the
1934-1939 period. An evaluation of the Study at that time
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has been made and interesting results obtained*
"The chief lesson learned from this five-year study
is that long and adequate bed care -for children with
acute rheumatic heart disease is best carried out when
the environment is most carefully arranged and homelike,
with intelligent nursing, expert and readily available
medical attention, food adequate in calories and vitamins,
protection against cold and effective measures in the form
of recreational and occupational therapy to secure and
hold the cooperation of the children themselves • "'^
Although the Study was concluded in 1939, as a Study
or unit, the children who needed additional services have been
followed by the agencies mentioned above. Another five-year
period was completed in November, 1944, and the agencies in-
volved in the original study have expressed the wish to know
the present status of the group, and to leam, if possible,
their present and past accomplishments in terms of their medi-
cal diagnosis. This is doubly important, because twenty-seven,
or 46^, are now of an age to be self-supporting. In general,
ages range from nine to twenty- six at present, with the ma-
jority in the late teens.
Numerous conferences have been held with Miss Edith
M. Terry, medical social worker of the Children's Cardiac
Clinic, and with Miss Elizabeth E. Bissell, General Secretary
of The Children's Mission to Children.
In the absence in Military Service of Dr. Edward
Bland, who did the original medical supervision, Dr. Benedict
S Edward F. Bland, "Rheumatic Fever in Childhood,
etc," New England Journal of Medicine
, 224:629, April 6, 1941.
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P, Massell reviewed the records to decide the amount of present
heart damage. He has used the following classifications which
seera self-explanatory:
Normal Heart
Rheumatic Heart Disease
a. Slight
b. Moderate
c. Moderate to Severe
d» Severe (None of this class ai»e in the Study)
Dr. Massell also criticized the description of rheumatic fever
In Chapter !•
In this thesis the term "Cardiac Study" refers to the
entire fifty-eight patients or children, and Includes the ten
year period 1934-1944. The cardiac child is defined on page
seven. Specific information obtained for this thesis will be
referred to as "for the present thesis." The "case worker" is
the original Children's Mission v^orker in the years 1934 to
1939.
Method of Procedure
A schedule was made and followed for each person by
study of the case record, and by personal interview, or by
some contact with the patient. Records in detail were avail-
able in the files of The Children's Mission to Children, and of
the Children's Cardiac Clinic. Personal interviews were held
with thi'rty-slx» If it was not possible to Interview the
patient, someone else in the family was seen: this was the
mother or father, in every such case. Reasons for not seeing
J ,0'..' ,0 Oi.
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the patient include a stay out of town or state, and incompati-
ble hours of work. It was not possible to obtain direct contact
with ten: information about these was obtained from the hospi-
tal worker. Whenever possible, personal contacts were made
when the patient came to clinic: practically all of these
persons are still known to the Children's Cardiac Clinic* Of
the thirty-six personal contacts, twenty-three were made at
Clinic. Twenty home visits were made: in these, thirteen
patients were seen, and the parents of seven were intervlev/ed.
Five letters were sent to those who lived a distance out of
the city: three were answered. Of the total of fifty-eight
patients, the writer was unable to learn the present status of
two.
The cooperation of the patient was sought, the aims of
the present study were presented as a contribution to follow-
up reports on cardiac patients, in order that more adequate
care could be given at the time of illness. In all cases a
friendly, informal questioning ensued. When the patient wished
to talk out his feelings, opportunity was given.
Though the five year period ended in November, 1944,
the interviews were held in the six months from February, 1945
to August, 1945. The conclusions, therefore, are based on
conditions at this latter period.
*owct
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Importance of the Problem
Rheiimatic fever is of utmost importance to the com-
mimity, because rheumatic heart disease is now classified by
the American Heart Association as one of the serious disabling
diseases. How its victims are able to take their place as
self-respecting citizens, capable not only of supporting them-
selves but of contributing to community life, is a matter which
deserves investigation. During the acute stages, and during
the long convalescence following, much money is invested.
Also, the time and ability of various skilled professions are
involved - the doctors, nurses, laboratory technicians, social
workers, teachers, occupational therapists etc» It is hoped
that families who can afford to pay for medical care apply to
their local medical doctors. There are many other families,
the so-called under-privileged groups, which have to rely on
the community facilities. This brings the question hone to
each person who contributes to any community agency. Such a
person, as well as the agencies involved, is entitled to know
the net results of community money which is spent to insure
recovery from rheumatic heart disease,
,
Limitations of the Study
Ideally, each child should have been seen by one
doctor at the Clinic throughout the ten years: then the
record should have been evaluated as of this year. The
pressure of many duties on the medical staff of the
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Massachusetts General Hospital prevented this: the original
doctor entered the Military Services some years ago. There-
fore, after 1939, several doctors saw these patients over a
period of years. Medical opinions vary slightly in the records,
according to these doctors' individual diagnoses. As mentioned
in the discussion of the results of rheumatic fever it is oc-
casionally true that heart conditions change through the years,
and this was so in several instances of the Study. Hence the
writer has indicated, in the chapters of this thesis, that the
heart conditions mentioned are the ones which seem to be the
present conditions according to the evaluation of one doctor.
The writer is content with the present circumstances when one
doctor reviev;ed all cases to make a general diagnosis on each
case for the purposes of the present thesis.
Interviewing conditions could not always be ideal. In
the clinic contacts, interviews were held in the busy corridor
of the large general hospital, where curious passers-by pre-
vented full concentration. In the home visits, members of the
family often became interested and were inclined to advise the
patient in his answers. Sometimes the writer felt the patient
did not wish to reveal statements about salary, etc., in front
of the parents.
A further limitation was felt in the matter of school
and vocations. In general some patients wished to give the
writer a favorable picture of their background, and they
I 0 v.; il.) U
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either minimized or omitted school difficulties, or exaggerated
the type of job held, with its salary* Lack of time prevented
direct contact by the writer with the schools: it was felt,
too, that contact with the employer would not be ethical. The
writer became aware of these points by the lack of harmony be-
tween the records (based on the case worker* s contact with the
schools) and the patient »s present statements.

CHAPTER III
EDUCATION OP CARDIAC CHILDREN
The study of the education of children who have had
their schooling interrupted because of lengthy illness, reveals
many problems. According to the customs of this nation, every
child, \jnless severely handicapped physically or mentally, has
the privilege of attending local schools at the expense of the
community. Though entitled to attend for twelve grades, or
until he is sixteen, the actual length of attendance depends
on factors such as parental pressure, economic need, world
conditions, and the personality, intelligence, ambition, or
physical health of tho individual. It is the accepted thing
for each child to go to school when he reaches the proper age:
thus he feels he "belongs" to society. The convalescing
cardiac child who is not allowed to participate in this daily
adventure with his siblings and friends, can feel a real
deprivation. The child may feel punished, ashsimed, or guilty.
Since a rheumatic fever patient feels physically able to go tp
school except during acute attacks, the support given him at
this time, and the definite plans made for schooling during
the long convalescence are important. "Worries over school
retardation are common among patients. In the early period,
promise and explanation of the home teacher's service, and of
the auxiliary educational services, are reassuring. "1
I Virginia B. Ebert, "Case V/ork Services to Children
wl-hTn fiT^ftiiTwni-.^ r> TTftn-rt rtn seasft . "_ Thfi -PflTTiny. 2P*15^ March, 1941.^
;< r. + « f^r^
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Type of Education Provided
The Bardiac Study children had education provided for
them except when they were too ill to accept it. These
services included home teaching, volunteer tutors, special
health classes, summer school, psychological testing, and
school visits which set up liaison between the child and his
original school in order to provide for his eventual return to
it. Each of these services will be briefly described, and then
a summary will be given of the writer's conclusions. Conditicna
which the patient found when he returned to school after his
illness will also be mentioned. These statements will be made
according to the findings of this study. Prior to the de-
scription of the services there will be a brief resiame of the
present status of the fifty-eight patients in the Cardiac
Study,
Present Status
In the group of fifty-eight, it is known that twenty
left school before completing high school, eighteen are higji
school graduates, and fourteen are still in public school* As
to the other six, of those who are high school graduates, two
completed college, a third is now a college student, a fourth
is at a college preparatory school, and a fifth is studying
at Boston Dispensary, a sixth attended business school. Of
the twenty who did not finish high school, five went on to some
kind of vocational training.

18.
Since the purpose of this thesis Is to leam how
patients with certain degrees of heart damage have adjusted^
the table on the next page is illustrative. It must be re-
membered there are not enough cases to be statistically sig-
nificant. The broad generalization suggested by the material
indicates that those with more severe heart damage seem to have
been more intent on obtaining all possible education. None
with most heart damage have left school, and only four of those]
with moderate heart damage. However, it must be realized that
in the whole study there are only eight with moderate to severe
heart damage at present, and thirteen with moderate damage. So
many factors enter into the length of education in the indi-
vidual case, that no conclusions should be stated on this point,
A discussion of the pupils who left school will be considered
below*

TABLE I.
SCHOOL STATUS OP 58 CARDIAC PATIENTS
IN NOVEMBER, 1944
Type of Education Jormal R.H.D* R.H.D, R.H.D. Total
Jearts Slight Mode rate Moderate
to
Severn
High school graduates 6 4 4 4 18
Vocational schools 2 2 1 5
College graduates 1 1 2
College student 1 1
College Preparatory 1 1
Now in School
trraae * TX. J.
Grade 5 2 1 3
Grade 6 1 1
Grade 7 1 1
X p 1.o
Grade 9 0
Grade 10 2 2
Grade 11 2 2
Grade 12 1 1
Left School
Grade 7 1 1 2
Grade 8 2 2 4
Grade 9 2 1 3 6
Grade 10 1 2 1 4
Grade 11 1 3 4
Total Patients 20 20 13 8 61
«R.H.D.— Fflieumatic Heart Disease
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It would seem that the Cardiac Study patients have made
a creditable showing in their educational achievements. In the
experience of the agencies represented in the Cardiac Study
college is not generally considered an aim of the families who
have to seek free medical treatment. In other words, the eco-
nomic circumstances do not permit it. Yet four have or are
considering it. The n\ambers of high school graduates is satis-
factory, particularly when it is realized there are many patients
now in school who will undoubtedly graduate, also.
Home Teaching
Thirty children, or 50.8^, had home teaching during
some part of their school careers. This meant that following
the acute phase of their sickness, a public school teacher
visited. In this study the term "home teacher" refers to the
teacher who visited either in own homes or in the medical
foster homes. The time varied in length from a three month
period for some, the minimum allowed by school committees for
reasons of economy, to four full grades for three others. In
three cases the towns did not provide public home teachers
during 1954-1939, and one parent refused to cooperate with the
- hospital, saying his son was not able to have a home teacher.
In general, schools cooperated most willingly with the social
workers. The therapeutic benefits of school work have been
mentioned above and as far as consistent with the patient's
physical health the doctors permitted some form of schooling*
exf t 111 .
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Generally speaking the daily hours of home teaching
vary» In the medical foster homes, because it is a regularly
accepted occurrence, schooling is approximately of three hours
daily duration at least four times a week. It is usually
concentrated and thorough. Because of the frequent visits,
the teacher is known by the foster mother and the social worker
so that much knowledge and mutual help can be exchanged. There
Is a psychology, too, for the child to be doing his school work
at the same time as his fellow students. It is part of his
daily routine. In the own home the situation is different.
Busy teachers can call perhaps three hours weekly. Such
teachers are subject to the weather and to transportation,
hence are irregular in their appointments. An increasing
schedule in the last busy war years has been a deterring fac-
tor. Some children in the Study had to wait a month before
their teacher came. Case workers had trouble contacting these
teachers.
Home teaching is a comparatively painless method of
instruction. Most children enjoy the novelty of being in bed,
and having their teacher come to them, placing books and note-
books and papers right on the covers. These teachers speak to
the children and allow them to answer when they please. It is
informal education. Assignments are apt to be easy, there is
no demand on the pupil who is not expected to study if he does
not feel well. All but two ,of the Cardiac Study children
3o 'I
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receiving home teaching were intent scholars and were duly pro-
moted* Tommy was inclined to be "smart-alecky" anyway, and
because he paid little attention, was not promoted, much to his
surprise • Nancy, still babied by her mother, failed to concen-
trate on Grade I work*
However, when the children returned to regular school
they often found difficulty. Home teaching cannot cover school
topics as thoroughly as does the teacher of a regular class who
goes over and over some one point, A child who spends most of
his time in bed, or who is confined to the house, needs careful
and skilled teaching* Always his education should be related
to his eventual return to the competition of regular class
work* Most children are eager to learn and this curiosity
should be fostered*
Table II on page twenty-three shows the numbers of
children who received home teaching in each grade* Since some
patients had periods of home teaching several times in their
school careers, and some only once, there are sixty-three pe-
riods of home instruction which are divided among the thirty
patients*
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TABLE II
NUMBERS IN EACH GRADE WHO RECEIVED HOfffi TEACHING
FOR A PORTION OR THE WHOLE OP A GRADE
Grade s Numbe rs
1 6
2 5
3 6
4 7
5 4
6 10
7 10
8 8
9 6
10 1
11 0
12 0
Total - 63
As mentioned above, some patients had home teaching
for only one period, others more often. Table III, below.
Indicates the nximbers of patients and the number of grades or
parts of grades. In which they had home teaching*
8o r
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TABLE III
INCIDENCE OP HOME TEACHING
Numbers of Patients Ntunber of Grades
12
13
4
1
1
2
3
4
Total - 30
It Is interesting that the figures in Table II cor-
roborate the proven occurrence of rheumatic fever in childhood
and adolescence. On page one is quoted the Bureau of Census
death certificates for 1941, wherein 1900 deaths in the age
group 5 to 14 from acute rheumatic fever occurred. In Table II
is shown there were forty-one calls for home teaching in the
first six grades: these elementary grades include the approxi-
mate ages of six to thirteen. Twenty-five calls were for home
teachers in grades six to ten. These would be the approximate
ages of thirteen to sixteen years. Table II further shows that
the early adolescent grades of six and seven had the most home
teaching.
Table III shows that *wenty-five patients had less
than two years of home teaching, while four had between two and
three years, and one had between three and four years. The
-T
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months of home teaching were not always consecutive. Nor do
the figures indicate how one school year might be broken.
Often home teaching was for three or four months, then the
child returned to school or became ill again and had no in-
struction. Though the numbers of grades are listed as one,
two, three, or four years of home teaching, these represent
the sum totals of months of home teaching through the school
years. To obtain these figures the total months of home teach-
ing were added together, then divided by ten months (the length
of the school year. ) Thus Mary had forty months of home teach-
ing altogether through her school history, or four years of
home teaching. One boy told the writer he had had home teach-
ing "practically all my life," and since his case record dealt
mainly with the problems of his many spells of sickness, one
does not exactly know his school history.
The quality of home teachers is questioned. This
writer has observed from experience that these teachers may be
superannuated, and brought out from retirement to help the
schools over the present personnel crises. Unable to stand
the stress of straight classroom teaching, they find commuting
difficult and not infrequently they are absent. Often no sub-
stitutes are sent unless the absence is long. Their teaching
methods are old-fashioned. One high school teacher had
retired from teaching languages: she was assigned to a foster
home to give instruction to fiire and six-year olds. Thougji
Oil b
lit.'
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she did her best, her methods are questioned by the writer who
has had eight years of teaching experience. Those methods
consist mostly of memory techniques, and coloring or drawing*
The children love her, but a study of their adjustment to regu-
lar school might tell another story. Another teacher, instruct-
ing adolescent boys, had no patience when the chorea patients
could not concentrate. After she v/as taken ill, a younger
woman, mother of four children, took her place. This last
teacher had no understanding at all of rheumatic fever and was
giving difficult assignments. It is an accepted maxim that no
schooling is better than poor schooling.
The records, and the statements of the patients in the
present study, do not indicate much difficulty while the home
teachers visited them. But the writer noted, in studying the
cases with a view to obtaining a picture of the school situ-
ation, that some of the patients had a difficult time adjust-
ing to regular school again. Of this group of thirty who had
home teaching, fifteen or 50% did not complete school. This
number is 25.5^ of the total niunber of fifty-eight. Eighteen
grades were repeated: other troubles are described below. Of
the remaining fifteen, nine did graduate, and six are still in
school.
The difficulties in some cases were directly traceable
to the time lost through illness. A list of them should be of
interest. The following are some of the problems and sore
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spots revealed: (1) adaptation to new scholastic subjects,
(2) transportation to school, (3) trial placements, (4)
sibling rivalry in school, (5) lack of understanding by princi-
pal and teachers of rheumatic fever, (6) admission to new and
larger schools, (7) repeating, (8) behavior problems.
One problem was the lack of acceptance by the original
school of the home teaching received in another comratmity.
These schools did not have home teaching themselves. One boy
had to repeat Grade I, II and V because of this: his sister
left school at eighteen because she too had to repeat three
grades and "felt so big I was unhappy." A second girl»s four
months* study at home with the public school home teacher was
not recognized by the parochial school she attended: the case
worker arranged for her to take the promotional examinations
and she was promoted on a trial basis.
Sometimes the hospital would allow part time schooling.
The patient would attend school a few days a week, or mornings
only, until full schooling was possible. Occasionally the home
teaching would continue. Ten children took this means of
gradual return to school, with the time varying from one month
to the full school term of ten months. On the whole, this plan
seerajs to be successful, except that gaps in knowledge are
Inevitable, and the child has two school situations instead of
one*
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There are, then, niany problems in home teaching, in-
cluding the possible irregularity in hours, gaps in instruction,
difficulty of readjustment to regular school, lack of accept-
ance by some communities, and the occasional necessary repe-
tition of home teaching over several years. Nevertheless, it
is generally felt that every effort should be made to keep the
child interested in his schooling, and in that way promote a
desire on his part to become well.
Grade Repeating
One of the results of long illnesses Is that grade re-
peats may follow. "Some schools automatically cause their pu-
pils to repeat the whole grade after a certain number of weeks*
absence. In these several instances one does not know if the
child would be able to be promoted: there are always various
factors Involved when a child repeats, such as lack of know-
ledge, inability to comprehend, many absentees, etc. Generally
speaking it does seem that a child should be given an oppor-
tunity to show what he has learned before he is made to repeat
according to an arbitrary rule. Repeating a grade is serious
for a child because he may feel he is being punished or chas-
tised unfairly. It is particularly hard for him to comprehend
when it is a matter of general school policy, after he knows
he has done good work in his home instruction. As far as pos-
sible efforts were made to duplicate the work of the original
school when home teaching we^s given. This was not always possIbis
>
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Sixteen children, or 27.6^ of the fifty-eight in the
Cardiac Study, had to repeat from one to four grades. As a
rule, grade loss was not consecutive. Only two of these six-
teen completed high school. However, it must be mentioned
that fourteen others who left school had not been kept back at
all.
The reasons for the sixteen repeats were given as loss
of time, failure to grasp fundamentals taught in a previous
grade, or inability to concentrate. These could follow on
illness. Loss of time has been mentioned above, where it is
stated that length of absence may determine the repeating of a
grade. Often a child may have been absent when some important
learning technique, such as fractions, was taught. This meant
that when the child returned to school he may not have mastered
that new idea in his home teaching, would have difficulty in
further mathematics based on fractions, and might fail. An-
other point which the writer found in reading the case records,
was that some children found it hard to become a member of the
class room group again. After they had been in the informal
setting, where they were not hurried in their work, they could
not work fast, nor concentrate quickly. Often it took a year
or two of adjustment, with a year to repeat,
Dorothy, who left school in Grade Nine when she was
eighteen, has had a school history of retardation, home teach-
ing, etc. As far as is known she has nonual ability. The
'i.o • \
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school year is 182 days in her town, and it will be noticed
that Dorothy rarely approached this perfect attendance. Her
absences were due to acute or convalescent rheumatic fever.
Here is her school history:
TABLE IV
SCHOOL HISTORY OP ONE PATIENT
Year Age Grade Days Present
1927 6.4 1 102.5
1928 7.4 2 56.5
1929 8.4 3 0
1930 9.4 2 129.5
1931 10.4 3 94
1932 11.4 4 92.5
1933 12.4 5 115
Home Teaching and Grade Repeating
A comparison was made between those who received home
teaching and those who did not, to see how many repeated
grades. (See Tables V and VI on the following pages.) It was
also hoped to ascertain if there was any indication of with-
drawal from school which might be predicated on the interrupted
schooling. The divisions of heart damage were used,^ bearing
in mind that these are heart conditions at the time of the
present study, and not necessarily the heart condition at the
US
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time of grade placement. As explained above, these patients
have "been seen by several doctors over the years, and as the
time for clinic visits varied according to each patient's need,
no tiniform diagnosis was made at any time, either for each
patient or for the group.
TABLE V
HOI\ffi TEACHING AND GRADE REPEATING
Degree of Heart Damage Grade of Withdrawal Grade Repeated
Normal Hearts 7 2
Slight Heart Damage 8 7
Moderate Heart Damage 15 9
Totals 28 18
TABLE VI
NO EOm TEACHING AND GRADE REPEATING
Degree of Heart Damage Grade of Withdrawal Grade Repeated
Normal Hearts 12 1
Slight Heart Damage 9 4
Moderate Heart Damage 5 0_
Totals 26 5
5 See pages 13, 14.
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Tables V and VI show that in general there was less
repeating where the child did not need to have home teaching,
and more repeating where he did need home teaching. For illus-
tration of this, in Table VI there were a total of five grades
repeated in the group of twenty-six patients about whom the
table is concerned: in Table V, eighteen grades were repeated
in the group of twenty-eight patients who had no home teaching.
It should again be realized that there are many reasons for
withdrawal from school besides the loss of time due to illness.
Also, of twelve persons with noiroal hearts who had no
home teacher, only one child repeated one grade. Of five with
moderate heart damage, and no home teaching, none repeated. Of
nine with slight heart damage, three repeated a grade, with one
repeating two grades. Naturally children left with heart dam-
age, who may have had more frequent attacks and were less able
to go to regular school, show the larger percentage of repeats*
As far as deducing any data on the grade of withdrawal
compared with grade repeats, nothing can be said. Most of the
children had their illness presumably in the mid-elementary
grades of four, five, and six. It was the return to school
following these grades that brought out their feelings regard-
ing their size and height. The age of compulsory attendance,
and the effort of the child to adapt himself to the school
situation, seem to draw together so that the grade when the
child leaves school is near the compulsory age limit. An
be.
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exception is Dorothy, mentioned above, who, ill during her
ninth grade year, was taught at the foster home. Then she
tried to go back to regular school again. Already conspicu-
ous because she repeated Grade Eight, the social implications
were too much for her to handle, and she left at eighteen,
having really made an effort to finish.
Special Health Classes
Five school systems had special health classes where
all delicate children in the schools were placed. Where it
seemed necessary, the case worker during the period of origi-
nal study in 1934-1939 was able to have several of the rheu-
matic fever children placed in these special classes. These
classes were in airy, sunny rooms, specially equipped. Morn-
ing and afternoon rest periods, hot liinches, and sometimes
special transportation were included. Only five children had
the benefit of this fairly ideal physical set-up; largely
because they were the only children in those communities who
did have rheiimatic fever and were known to the Study.
Teachers of such a class are all-important. Stella
foimd a friend in hers, some one who helped coordinate her
hitherto scattered school work and who worked out a satis-
factory school program for her. John, too, benefited when his
teacher learned about his domineering father, and his trouble-
some siblings whose behavior made him react badly»
orfw ©rrr. r
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The most serious drawback of the special health class
is that it is again a protected situation, not a reality one,
like the home teaching received in the foster home. However,
the children were in their own home town teaching systems, and
were with neighborhood classmates.
Health classes are expensive because of the medical
aspects of the program. They are interesting because they
represent an effort on the part of the schools to approach the
problem of the medically handicapped child.
Cardiac Summer School
Extra tutoring was arranged because children so often
had difficulty adjusting to one particular subject or showed
various insecure characteristics. Before the wsir, the
Massachusetts General Hospital sponsored a Cardiac Summer
School which met at Radcliffe College. Some of the Cardiac
Study group attended. Not all children so recommended would
accept such an interruption of their summer fun. Eleven at-
tended for one summer, two for two summers, and one girl at-
tended three. Summer school lasted six weeks: part of its
purpose was recreational. A public school teacher was in
charge, with college students as assistants. Always the cssre
worker contacted the school for background knowledge of the
child »s needs: it was the case worker who saw the need for the
service and suggested it to parent, school, and child. Sug-
gestions about the children's needs were transferred to the
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Instructors who worked on them during the summer. These needs
were sometimes social ones, such as the child who needed to
learn how to get along with boys his own age, rather than the
younger girls with whom he had been associating. Or the prob-
lem dealt with personality, as with Albert, whose older broth-
er's cleverness eclipsed him, and who needed to be assured he
could be a leader in the group. One girl needed reassurance
that though she did have heart damage, she could still live a
normal life. More often, the need we|.s a straight scholastic
one of coaching in one or two subjects.
During the summer the case worker kept in touch with
the Summer School and with the children. At the close of the
short term, duly closed with appropriate exercises, the case
worker again visited the regular school to inform them of the
texts used at summer school, and the degree to which the child
seemed to respond. On the whole, this Summer School service
was a valuable one, as it emphasized informal and individual
teaching. In only one case did the writer find a poor result:
the personality of the instructor prevented her from realizing
John was asocial, and she did not follow the suggestions of
the case worker.
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TABLE VII
ATTENDANCE OP CARDIAC STUDY CHILDREN AT SURfMER SCHOOL
PROM 1935 TO 1943
Years Number of Children
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
2
0
0
2
5
4
1
0
0
Total - 14
Due to the war, the school was curtailed In 1944. One
ot the interesting results of the Summer School experience was
that one seventeen year old boy was a student one year, and
returned the following year as a tutor*
A previous study made of the exact educational gains
from the Cardiac Summer School states: "To detemine whether
the aim of the Cardiac Summer School was met, the writer com-
pared the school record prior to the six week session with
that following the summer school experience. It is interesting
to note that in nearly every instance the period was a valuable
one as far as educational progress was concerned* Such state-
ments as the following are typical of those received from
o0
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teachers in regular school following the sumraer session;
^Reading is fifty percent better since Slimmer Schools » »The
best marks on the recent report card were in subjects in re-
lation to English in which he was tutored at Summer School.
'Definite improvement in subjects taught at Summer School,* or
Summer School made eighth grade work possible.*"^
. Tutoring
Through the cooperation of Radcliffe and the
Massachusetts General Hospital, the services of volunteer tu-
tors were utilized for seven children in the Cardiac Study who
had trouble readjusting to school. Several others were recom-
mended to receive the assistance of tutoring, but these did
not wish to take advantage of the opportimity* Tutoring was
another effort made by the social agencies to solve the prob-
lem of insufficient schooling for convalescent children:
others not in the Cardiac Study were tutored*
In each instance of the seven, the case worker con-
tacted the school, learned the reason for the child's failure,
and kept in touch with the tutor. The children came to the
Children's Mission office, usually on Satui»day mornings. The
over-all time varied from one month for five, to one school
year for one boy. Attendance was spotty, as might be expected
when children have but one Saturday a week, but on the whole
4 Josephine Carbone, "Educational, Recreational, and
Vocational Services in a Program for Children with Rheumatic
Heart Disease," Unpublished Master's Thesis, School of Social
Work, Boston University, Boston, 1943.
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it was good. Only In one instance was the volunteer tutor's
service discontinued: lack of attendance was the cause. The
subjects which seemed to be the most troublesome were Latin
and English. Grades represented were the Junior High ones.
Psychological Testing
There was no uniform plan on psychological tests for
all Cardiac Study children. Some schools have a regular test-
ing program: some do not. All children who went to the Cardi-
ac Summer School were tested, and the results forwarded to the
schools. In a few instances where retardation was suspected,
the hospital sponsored testing in its Psychological Clinic.
In the entire group it is known that seven children had low
I.Q.'s, in the seventies or eighties: two boys and five girls.
The consequent grade repeating or special class placement these
patients received, coupled with their absences and loss of
scholastic instruction, proved a handicap. Finding school too
difficult, all left by Grade Nine, or as soon as the law per-
mitted. The problem of the special class child is not within
the scope of this study, except as the factor of illness is
concerned.
Helen had a prolonged siege of rheumatic fever and
for three years was not able to attend regular school. During
most of this period she was housebound. Three years of home
teaching by a lenient teacher during Grades seven, eight, and
nine did not prepare her with her limited ability for entering
evJtl baa exocf
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high school* In Grade ten she struggled through to April»
Angelo, a big over-grown Italian boy, couldn^t learn very fast
at the foster home, and his more serious illnesses caused still
further interruption. He lost interest entirely* Elizabeth,
from a small town where her family were looked dovm upon so-
cially, had home teaching in Grade seven, but had to repeat the
same grade again at regular school. When the non-promotion
came again, the stigma of being three years in the same grade
was too much for her, and she left* Sibling rivalry too upset
her, for her two sisters caught up with her* Mary had to re-
peat Grades one and two before she became ill, then took four
years to do Grades three and four* She also was upset by the
progress of a younger sister* The problem of what to do about
the pupil with low intelligence is complicated enough without
adding long convalescent illness to it*
Besides the problem of the low intelligence quotient,
there is also the one of the child with a superior intelligence
quotient* Tommy, with a score of 123, couldn^t be bothered to
concentrate on school work. His home teacher had her hands
full with this bright yoimgster for a year or two*
School Visits
In each case the case worker made school visits in
order to explain the illness to the teacher and principal,
asking for and receiving their cooperation in the school ad-
justment* Most school departments were cooperative:
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Inevitably a few Individuals were not, and it took much skill
on the worker* s part to interpret. Several teachers showed a
negative attitude and thought that the child was trading on
his illness, deliberately staying out of school, etc. When it
was explained the child was trained to avoid bad weather, and
to tfiike precautions about colds, there was better imderstanding*
When the regular school was re-entered, special arrangements
were made for many patients regarding classes on one floor, no
gymnastics, supervised play, hot lunches, rest at school, trans-
portation to school etc. In this way the child »s activity was
curbed and preventive measures taken. These restrictions
lasted on the average a year or more, depending on individual
need*
In the records which the writer read, some of the
patients objected to this singling out: Tony was supposed to
ride the school bus, but soon learned to have his ticket
punched by another child on the trip home, virile he walked
with the gang. After complicated arrangaments with the School
Department, Nancy was given transportation home by private car,
but several times she was observed playing on the school
grounds later in the day.
An Example of Interrupted Schooling
The following history is presented to illustrate how
children who suffer from a long, severe illness which recurs
several times, may have their schooling interrupted. It is

not typical of the cases in the study.
Stella went through the first three grades satisfac-
torily, then became ill and had a home teacher from her city.
She had this instruction in her own home, during her entire
fourth grade year. In the following September she was placed
in the Prenh Air Class at public school, but again became ill
in November, and was placed in a medical foster home. She
stayed there until September of the following year, and had
home teaching for Grade five. She went home, but was not well
enough to return to school and therefore had home teaching in
Grade six until January. Hospitalized because of pneumonia,
she was not able to have any schooling until May, in the medi-
cal foster home again. Here her teacher concentrated for a
month on the school work of Grade six and Grade seven. During
the summer she was coached at the Radcliffe Cardiac School in
Grade seven work and was allowed to enter the Health Class
again in the fall. Grade eight. In spite of these inter-
ruptions of school, and with the aid of the teacher, she gradu-
ated from Grade eight. She entered Cambridge High and Latin
School but found it too difficult and left before Christmas.
Because Stella was only fifteen, she had to continue schooling,
and she chose to attend a hair dressing academy whose work she
completed successfully. Her progress in the face of such re-
current illness and varied schooling is due to the help her
home teachers gave her. Some factors are evident. As long as
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she was protected by her Illness and the subsequent oase work
services, Stella was able to continue, even returning to pub-
lic school. But this, too, was a protected Health Class, with
a protecting teacher helping her* When she met the reality
situation of a large high school, intensified case work could
not help her and she left for the vocation she had always
wanted. There is also a question of Stella's intelligence
quotient, which her eighth grade teacher found to be low. One
might also speculate on her home situation which was very poor:
without her illness and the resulting encouragement she re-
ceived, she might not even have gone as far as she did in
school* With a»y of these patients, personality and character
elements are important*
Normal Progress
Though twenty-nine children had their education inter-
rupted, others were able to progress almost normally, except
for actual time lost during illness* David was in bed for
three weeks during February, 1938. Allowed to return to school
when he had no restrictions, he continued satisfactorily until
his high school graduation in 1944* Lawrence started school
two years late though he received some tutoring in the hospital*
He went right along, had a oooipensating double promotion, and
finished high school. Lucy had a slight attack of chorea one
Slimmer but lost no school time. These children were able to

readjust satisfactorily due to factors within their own person-
alities. They needed little or no support from the case worker
in the school situation.
Reasons for Leaving School
Twenty children of the Cardiac Study have left school
before graduation from high school: nineteen are still in
school between Grade four and college, eighteen finished high
school, and the status of two is unknown.
Table VTII shows the grades in which patients were
studying when they left school. It will be noticed there is a
scatter of numbers over the Grades seven to eleven. Table
VIII A gives the ages at which the numbers of patients left
school.
TABLE VIII
GRADES \VHE1T SCHOOL WAS LEFT
Grades Patients
7
8
9
10
11
12
2
4
6
4
4
Total - 20

TABLE VIII A
AGES WHEN SCHOOL WAS LEFT
Ages Patients
15 1
16 11
17 3
18 5
Total - 20
It will be noticed in Table VIII A that the majority
of patients left at the age of 16, the legal age for school
discharge in Massachusetts*
The reasons for leaving school are listed in Table IX»
These were the answers given the writer at the time of investl
gation for this thesis.
TABLE DC
REASONS FOR LEAVING SCHOOL
Due directly to rheiimatic fever 9
Desire to earn money. • ...•••6
Wish of parents 2
Need of parent •••1
Illness of parent • 2
Unknown 2
Total 22
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The two extra reasons listed above are because two per-
sons gave two reasons for leaving school. One said his parent
wanted him to leave school and he wanted to earn money, the
other said rheiimatic fever was one cause, and he too, wished
to earn money.
Those who left school because of factors due to their
illness were plain in saying so. The illness was not an im-
mediate but a contributing cause, because grade repeats fol-
lowing on their Illness had held them back, and were a factor
in causing their lack of interest. Some were bitter, some had
lived this through, and were now resigned, as their answers
showed when they were asked how they now felt about having had
the illness. One girl*s eyes filled with tears as she de-
scribed how knots of children would break up at Grammar School
as she approached because they thought she was a teacher.
This girl did have a low intelligence quotient and might not
have succeeded anyway. Illness gave her an excuse to leave»
Another girl said school was too difficult to reach and that
after the long day she was too tired to do her home work and
to try to keep up to the others in her class. She left school
the beginning of her Junior year, having had home teaching in
the medical foster home her Sophomore year. Since she had a
normal heart, the writer feels a neurotic element may havsf
been present. Yet her illness was to her the contributing
cause for her tiredness. A young Italian left school in Grade
: r
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eight because he lost so much time during his illness ''he
couldn't get interested in books." His brother was not al-
lowed to climb stairs, and as most of his instruction had been
home teaching he "wasn't interested anyway," So he left at
Grade ten# Stella, an example of vrtiose schooling is to be
found on page forty-one, found hairdressing more interesting.
"Frequent absence and lack of good marks" caused another girl
to leave. And Elizabeth, faced with the prospect of spending
a third year in Grade seven, to which her younger sisters had
caught up, just quit* She is another girl with low intelli-
gence quotient.
Six left because they wanted to earn money, they were
sixteen and no longer interested in school, and good jobs were
available. Italian parents withdrew two, who did not seem t
o
mind, from school, "it was time they earned some money." One
boy was needed to earn money for his mother, and two girls
left to keep house for their sick mothers.
There would seem, then, from the above investigation,
that of the twenty who left school, nine gave reasons which
stemmed from the long, serious illness experienced by each
person. This is 40.9^ of the total of twenty persons. Again
it must be realized that some of this group might have left
school anyway, before completion, for some of the other reasana
given. However, social agencies interested in the readjustment
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of children to regular school after long illness, should real-
ize the obstacles which exist*
High School Graduates
It is of interest to learn how the persons with cer-
tain degrees of heart damage succeeded in finishing high school
Table X indicates the numbers in each category who were able to
finish. It must be remembered the kind of heart condition is
the present one, obtained for this thesis, and not necessarily
the same as at the time of high school graduation*
TABLE X
NUMBERS OP HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES BY HEART CONDITIONS
Degree of Heart Damage Ntunbers of Graduates
Normal or no damage 6
Slight heart damage 4
Moderate heart damage 4
Moderate to severe heart damage 4
Severe- none in Study 0
Total 18
According to Table X, the graduates are fairly well
divided according to normal heart conditions or aocoixiing to
heart damage. No conclusions may be drawn other than the evi-
dent one that the heart condition had no bearing or all bearing
on the desire for graduation.

Of the eighteen who have finished high school, a sur-
vey of the courses they took in school is interesting. Several
wei»e assisted to this choice by the case worker.
TABLE XI
CHOICE OP HIGH SCHOOL COURSES
High School Course Numbers of Patients
College Course 5
Commercial Course 8
General Course 1
Mechanic's Arts 1
Practical Arts 2
Unknown 1_
Total 18
The choice of college course in two instances was be-
cause the patients were anxious to study for medicine and for
nursing. By the time of graduation, their choice changed as
to vocation, because they realized the arduous professions,
with their exposure to infectious diseases was not good for
them. Commercial Courses are always popular since pupils real-
ize knowledge of typing, shorthand, and bookkeeping will take
them directly to clerical jobs. This was so illustrated by
the e Ight
.
The boy in the Mechanic's Arts Course found that the
family finances which had Improved during the war, would
esl
permit college. He is therefore attending a College Prepara-
tory school to amass enough points to enter the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. This boy has a most ambitious mother
desirous of bettering the family's circumstances, and of giv-
ing Joseph a good education to help overcome the physical
handicap of heart damage.
Two girls took the Practical Arts Course which empha-
sized cooking, sewing, and Household Economic subjects.
Neither of the girls had good scholastic ability.
Higher Education
Two Cardiac Study children are college graduates: -
Simmons and Northeastern, a third is a student at the latter
college. The boy graduate has been working in the accounting
department of a defense firm and now plans to enter the priest-
hood. As his heart condition is moderately severe. Dr. Paul
White gave him a doctor's certificate stating this. The
Simmons graduate specialized in Library Training: she has a
slight heart condition. The boy now in Northeastern has a
moderate heart condition. A fourth boy, studied one winter at
Bentley School of Accounting.
A fifth girl determined to become % laboratory tech-
nician and has had some interesting preliminary training.
Knowing that she wanted to do something connected with medi-
cine, and realizing that nursing was too strenuous for her
moderate heart condition, she first went to the School for
dtiO
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Medical Secretaries in Boston. For four months she studied
dietetics and anatomy, and as she did not like secretarial
work she soon went on to the Middlesex Medical School, She was
a student technician, and by working in the Pathology and
Histology Laboratories she gained a medical background. After
nine months of this she felt she wanted more knowledge so she
went to work at Boston City Hospital as a student technician*
After seven months she became a combination secretary and
laboratory worker for a doctor in his private office. She de-
cided she was not getting ahead and realized she wanted to be
a laboratory technician: she obtained a position in a large
city hospital where she stayed one week. The head technician
became ill, and she decided she was not sufficiently trained
to have full responsibility. She learned that Boston Dispen-
sary offered a course of training laboratory technicians but
she couldn't afford the $150 tuition. She went to work at a
defense factory which was making invasion money, and earned
what she needed. Now she is in the eighteen-month course,
working hard but thoroughly enjoying it. The case worker
assisted her over the bad moments when she realized the career
of nursing was impractical for her.
Another girl in the Cardiac Study who has just finished
high school expects to enter the same course. She arrived in-
dependently at the same decision to work in medicine.
.8 :t«
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The hospital and the agency would be glad to have
ci»edit for these successes but realize such accomplishments
are based on many tangible and intangible things besides their
efforts • However, it is clear that the workers did encourage
these patients in many ways.
Vocational Training
Besides college, its equivalent, or specialized high
school, the patients in the Cardiac Study have tried to obtain
vocational training. Some of these schools could be, and were,
entered from Grade seven. The following table indicates the
school selected and the numbers attending each:
TABLE XII
VOCATIONAL TRAINIITG
Name of School Numbers of Patients
Continuation School 1
Charlestown Trade 1
Trade School 2
Burroughs 1
Banford Academy 1
Wilfred Beauty Academy
Total - 7
One girl went to Continuation School one winter in
order to learn more about dressmaking. She was working in a
factory at the time. Angelo was fascinated by electricity
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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and was studying this at Charlestown Trade School when he had
to leave to earn money to support his mother. One girl at-
tended trade school, also to learn dressmaking, while a second
plans on it before art school as she wishes to obtain a licensa
Burroughs Adding Machine Company's school was attended by an-
other for one summer. Hair dressing establishments trained
two, each of whom had a vocational problem to be discussed
later in the section on Vocations*
It must be remembered that there were many jobs avail-
able in the early 1940* s: persons were trained on the job and
were not required to have prepared themselves ahead of time in
many instances. The group of seven mentioned above were in-
terested in their choice of career and therefore studied spe-
cific subjects. How much they were Influenced by the rheu-
matic fever is not known*
Conclusions
As the study progressed, several conclusions as to the
schooling for sick children became evident. Only general and
obvious questions were asked the patients in relation to their
education, and no detailed analysis was made of past school
history or of comparative scholastic ability, or of past
difficulties arising out of causes other than illness. 3>ue
directly to rheumatic fever, forty-four of the fifty-eight had
serious interruptions in their regular schooling, some of
these important enough to cause grade repeats and later
'.>r- '
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admitted reasons for withdrawal from school. Further pursuit
of this would be revealing. The writer can only describe cer-
tain generalizations which seem to be borne out by the facts.
A lack of continuity in education is well known: what
one town teaches, the next town uses in another grade, or has
a different method of teaching. Though in general subject
matter is similar there are no state-wide outlines to be fol-
lowed in all grades at all times. Perhaps such uniformity is
to be questioned on the grounds of democracy: but it is diffi-
cult for the child who has to change from one school system to
another, whatever his reason. Because often the Cardiac Study
children had to have long term convalescent care in homes away,
from their own, they were placed in other communities whose
school system invariably was different. When the child re-
turned to his own school, his troubles began, for though he
might now be ahead of his class in one subject, he was sure to
be behind in another. The work he accomplished with the home
teacher was not always recognized, and arbitrarily he would
have to begin the discouraging task of learning a subject all
over again or of studying a different approach. Perhaps a
problem based on some emotional maladjustment mi^t arise
again. The writer reached the opinion that there is no ade-
quate care taken for temporary sickness in the present set-up
of grade promotion. The child who can never attend school can
o.l
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fulfill the requirements, and often does, but no satisfactory
provision has been made for the child who has to be in and out
of school.
Social work per se is not understood by the schools
who may, unless the worker does a good interpretative job,
regard her as some one coddling the patient, or to say the
least, interfering with school. This attitude was found in
several cases. Several courses in social work would be a good
grounding for such understanding for a teacher. Certainly
social work training would improve the quality of home teaching
Certain large cities have visiting teachers, trained in social
work, whose function is to work with children presenting some
kind of problem in the class room. Such teachers might super-
vise the home teachers. The dangers are then that too many
people are in on a case, confusing the client. It still is
important to teach the child, and not the subject.
Another conclusion the writer reached is that the
present investigation does not reveal anything about the teach-
ers themselves, their qualifications, personalities, and under-
standing of the nature of the illness. In several cases the
case worker interpreted rheumatic fever and the school au-
thorities were, in one case, "amazed and fascinated by the
insidiousness of the acute fever and its recurrences." In
other words, the school has much to learn about rheximatic
fever, and other diseases also. Though there are very good
. 0 bri *
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strides made in medicine each year, there are still childhood
diseases. Teachers need to be trained for, and to recognize
such symptoms. "The school, through its medical and nursing
service, is an important link in the chain of continuous super-
vision* Since the disease usually begins in children of schoo^
age, teachers, school nurses and physicians are vitally con-
cerned with the discovery of children with rheumatic heart dis-
ease. This can be accomplished by periodic medical examina-
tions, and also by making teachers and school nurses familiar
with the manifestations of acute rheumatic fever, so that they
can suspect it as a possibility in children who exhibit char-
acteristic signs and symptoms. **5
Beyond the general statements that convalescent chil-
dren need schooling, the writer found no further professional
writing on this subject. This is a problem that needs dis-
cussion between school boards and social agencies*
The use of special health classes is desirable for
certain delicate children* However, they are a luxury which
only cities can afford. Their value for rheumatic fever pa-
tients needs to be examined* Much depends on their management
and their function* In one Instance the teacher felt behavior
problems were being "dumped" in her class - the case record
indicated John was naughty and unacceptable to his own school*
5 Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, N.Y., "Rheu-
matic Fever in Children*"
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It is generally felt that rheumatic fever children
should not be segregated. "On return, children should, when-
ever possible, attend ordinary schools. Experience has shown
that unless there is a considerable cardiac enlargement, these
children are well able to lead a normal life with full activi-
ties. It is most desirable from the psychological point of
view that these children be brought up as much like normal
children as possible."^
The main general conclusion which the writer would
make, after a careful evaluation of the education obtained by
these Cardiac patients, is that social agencies and schools
should make a more definite effort to understand each others
specific problems*
6 Betty Huse, M.D., "British Recommendations with
Regard to Children with Rheumatic Fever," The Child 9:65,
October, 1944. ^^^^

CHAPTER IV
VOCATIOrS OP CARDIAC CKILDREU
Vocational Guidance
Part of the interpretation of rheumatic fever includes
advice for caution in the selection of 9, vocation. The case
worker begins at the start of the fejnily contact to "build up
the possibilities for future accomplishments, stressing the
positive rather than the negative facts. Usually the term
•^cardiac condition'^ scares fajr.ilies, and reassurance is needed
that the patient can live a normal life providing he adjusts
himself to certain prohibitions. Some occupations are barred
if the heart condition is severe: if patients have done well
and developed little rheumatic heart disease there are no spe-
cial restrictions for pa.tients beyond the outlawing of labori-
ous work.
Twenty-seven Cardiac Study children are now at work,
'^Tith 46/^ already earning their living, the evaluation of their
vocational accomplishments is important to the community which
originally invested', in them by giving them their special care
and training.
Vocational counseling was given to thirteen patients
of the Study by the case v/orker. "c investigation was made of
any counseling given at the schools. Eleven of these patients
were under The Ch.ildren's T'ission supervision when the time
came to make definite plans for the future. Two others
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appealed for help as they realized they needed it* One of the
purposes of continuing the medical supervision at the hospital
is to offer further help when necessary.
In all thirteen cases job possibilities were discussed
carefully, and the patient reacted according to his own person-
ality and background. According to good case work procedure
at no time were patients told outright v/hat to do. Four were
encouraged to take the vocational tests at the Y.M.G.A. and
the Y.Vtf.C.A, Six followed through on the plans talked over
with the case worker. Seven made their own plans. Two girls
were anxious to become nurses, for they had strongly identi-
fied with this profession through their illnesses. When the
doctors advised against this as infections might result, they
were much upset. The case worker was able to tell them there
were positions available which they could hope tc obtain and
they did become interested in laboratory technician's work.
Services were not restricted to jobs alone, but ad-
vice was given on commuting, further training, etc. Dorothy
worked at Sears Roebuck Company for twelve dollars a week. As
she lived about twenty miles out in the country, commuting was
difficult. The case worker found a room in Boston for her and
her sister. She did not like this, as she enjoyed her own
family life so much she did not wish to stay away any longer.
Ker only solution was to change her job so she could ride to
work with friends.
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Mary, who failed her State Board halrdressing exami-
nations, came to the hospital worker in discouragement. Mary
had told her girl friends she had passed, had informed her new
boy friend of her supposed success, and in addition was hold-
ing her position dishonestly without her state license. She
also felt guilty over her mother's illness, diabetes, which
Mary thought had been brought on by the mother's worry over
her, the day of the examination. The mother had been working
on a factory machine and injured her finger: the daughter
thought the diabetes started from this. The hospital worker
referred Mary to The Children's Mission, which she knew from
the days of her illness. The present worker saw her a few
times, assuaged her guilt feeling, and was able to arrange
that she take a second examination.
Present Jobs
The chart on page sixty-one shows the present job
achievement in relation to kinds of present heart conditions,
the amount of schooling, and the months lost through illness.
The latter is an approximate figure, based on the number of
months the patient had hospital and convalescent care. The
months might have been consecutive (one attack) or have rep-
resented four or five different illnesses in a period of sevei*-
al years. A correlation seems to exist between the grade com-
pleted, and the months of illness, in that the greater the
amount of time lost, the sooner school was left. Generally
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speaking there is also a connection between the severity of
the present heart condition and the months of illness. This
is not constant: the very nature of rheumatic fever may cause
one attack to do as much damage as several. James had only
five months of illness, but now has a moderately severe heart
condition, while Helen was ill over three years and has a
similar effect. James graduated from high school but Helen
left in Grade ten, after three years of home teaching. James
is working in a jewelry store, while Helen is a defense worker
In the Navy Yard, presumably doing heavy work. The job prob-
lems of such patients become interesting to study, although
no exact conclusions can be gained.
Certainly all kinds and varieties of jobs are listed.
One might have expected to see the quality of the job decline
with the severity of the heart ailment. But this does not
seem to have happened. More actual heavy work is represented
in those with moderate to severe heart damage, than in those
with slight heart damage or with none at all. Two of these
men were not accepted for the Services, and became workers in
the Navy Yard, instead. Two of the girls took over nien^s work4

TABLE XIII
JOBS AS OP JUITE, 1945
Heart Sex Ace-^ Job l/eekly2 Grade Months oJ
Condition Salary Completed Illness
Normal P ' 19 Yarn Spooler S20 --^Ir—
'
13
P 18 Clerk 26-28 9 2
P 24 Power Machine 30-40 8
Stitcher
M 23 Civilian Worker 40-50 11 10
U.S. Navy
M 22 U.S. Army 12 5
M 21 Co-owner Pruit 8 8
Store
P 23 Unknown mm 4
Slight P 17 Sales Clerk 20 11 13
P 25 Library Ass »
t
25 College 9
P 20 Factory 28 8
"
20
P 29 Pactory 28 10 3
M 17 Laborer 30 11 12
P 17 Power Machine 35-40 11 11
Stitcher
P 17 Hairdresser 50 7 22
M 22 U.A. Army - 8 9
M 20 Me chani c - 11 10
M 22 U.S. Army 12 8
;
M 18 Unknown - - 7
1 '
Moderate
1
P 23 |Pactory 33 9 38
M 23 U.S. Navy 51 9 25
M
j
20 Shipfitter 58-60 9 10
M 1 21 Maritime Service 12 9
M 16 Unemployed 10 9
R.H.D.3
Moderate M 20 Ass't Buyer 25 12 5
to M 22 Accounting
,
38-40 College 5
Severe M 24 Unemployed Bentley 13
P 21 Unknown 10 36
1. Age as of November, 1944
2. Salary with deductions
3. R.H.D. - Rheumatic heart disease
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Two men are unemployed: one admits he hasn^t felt like
working. The other presents a neurotic condition, to be dis-
cussed below in the section "Attitude toward Illness," G?he
writer was unable to learn job information about two former
patients, and no specific information on one. Blank spatees
represent unavailable knowledge: the writer did not have
personal interviews with everyone. It did not seem fitting to
ask explicit information about salaries in a letter to a
stranger.
At present there are five girls working part time.
Pour work two or three hours each afternoon following school,
and on Saturdays. Three work in insurance offices and receive
ten dollars a week. The fourth is a part-time sales clerk in
a department store, receiving the same salary. The fiftt)
does part-time housework in addition to keeping house for her
sick mother. She too earns ten dollars. The first three ex-
pect to go on full time schedule following graduation from
school.
Seven persons of the Cardiac Study are married, six
girls and one boy. A second boy expects to be married soon.
Two of the married girls are working: the other four are
living at home. Two are known to have children. Girls who
marry are advised about the strenuous duties in connection
with housekeeping or bearing children. Because home or career
duties or both prevent the housewife from coming to clinic.
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private referrals to local physicians have been made in two
cases*
It would seem that the employed former patients are
making good records for themselves in the type job they have
obtained. Because there is no control group, there is no
means of drawing specific conclusions of the kinds of jobs,
nor of the numbers employed. The economic conditions pre-
vailing, however, have been most favorable for the hiring of
physically handicapped persons.
Salaries
Eighteen of the twenty-seven left school before high
school graduation. Despite the lack of schooling, salaries
are to be favorably compared with those of people who com-
pleted school or who went to college. The average salary of
thirteen workers of both sexes who did not complete high
school is ^34.55: the average salary of three workers of
both sexes who did finish high school is |29.33. These fig-
ures, of course, are not complete since not all employees had
salary figures listed. Nevertheless, the salaries are in-
teresting to consider when it is recalled that at some stage
in the lives of these persons, they were acutely ill, with
their chances of suffering cardiac involvement five or six in
ten.
The length of the illness has had, or seems to have
had, little effect on the job or the salary earned. Thus a

seventeen-year-old girl, who was ill twenty-two months, earns
a salary of fifty dollars a week* A nineteen-year-old girl
who was ill thirteen months, and who has no heart damage,
earns twenty dollars a week. ^
Again the writer has no data on which to base any
comparison of the salaries of well persons as compared with
the salaries of the Cardiac Study group. It is to be empha-
sized that salaries are higher during the war and post-war
periods, than for some years previously, and that the Cardiac
Study group have benefited from this economic condition.
Previous Jobs
Some of the group worked while they were in school,
during vacations or after school hours. They could do this
since most had their illness in early adolescence and had
restrictions lifted by the time they wished to work* They
had to be careful what they did, and usually consulted the
doctor about lt» If they were not too tired they were allowed
to carry on© These jobs paid little but pin money, but in a
few cases did work into something more permanent • The working
high school girls above are an illustration.
Pew of the jobs mentioned in Table XIII were entered
upon directly from school: most young people went through a
series of job experiences wherein they felt their way toward
their present work* About twenty show confused job histories,
confused because the succeeding jobs were not related to each

other except in general principles of working hours, conditions,
'
salary, employer-employee relationship, etc» In general, the
poorer the educational background or the social background,
the more difficult time was had. And conversely, the better
the education, the more directed the job aim.
Table XIV shows the number of previous jobs held by
the patients*
TABLE XIV
NmffiER OP PREVIOUS JOBS
Jobs Patients
1 5
2 5
3 5
4 Z
5 2
Total - 20
Thus five had had one job previous to the one now en-
gaged in, five had had two, five had had three, three patients
had had four, and two patients had had five. These jobs were
held for lengths of time varying from a week or two to several
months
•
Two cases will show the problems, Dorothy, mentioned
in the section on Education, left school at Grade ten, when
she was eighteen, "because I v;as too big," For thirteen
m 1©'
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months she was a housemaid earning flO weekly. Then she worked
in a laundry store for a year and a half for fl5. Looking for
more money she went to a factory in Lynn, and helped make
leather bill folds for f22. As her expenses mounted because
she had to live away from home, she next took a job in Sears
Roebuck Company and wrapped bundles in the mail order depart-
ment during the Christmas rush for $36, Finally, she went to
Carter* s Ink Company and began there by handling the bottling
machines. As their male employees left for the Services,
Dorothy received promotions until now she does a man's job at
a man's pay on the machine which makes carbon paper. At
twenty-three years of age she is the highest paid girl in her
department and receives $33 weekly*
Angelo stayed on at the medical foster home as a kind
of helper. Then he went home and assisted in the liquor cafe
across the street as a bus boy* (It was interesting that
Angelo boasted to the writer he was "manager," receiving
$27.50 weekly). When the cafe was sold he went to a galva-
nized steel plant and worked on the steam kettles* As this
was dangerous he left though he waa receiving $35. He then
worked at the Charlestown llavy Yard, starting as a mechanic's
helper and working his way up to second class mechanic. He
now clears fifty-one dollars a week*
Though the intervening jobs often were not related,
there was evidence of groping around for something the person
Can.
liked to do which would give him the job satisfaction everyone
wants* Originally these people left school not really under-
standing what they wished to do nor how to go about it. Con-
sequently they went from job to Job, staying a month here, a
few weeks there. Patients gave as their reasons for leaving
jobs - "I wanted a better salary," or **I didn^t like the work*
None apparently were discharged, or would admit it*
These impermanent jobs included NTA employment, soda
clerks, chain store clerks and delivery boys, stockroom boys
at the department stores, mechanic's helper, housework, simple
factory work of packing and sorting, laundries, drug stores,
five and ten cent stores, etc. These are jobs anyone could
do; the workers were paid accordingly and soon left.
Job Goals
As hinted in the last section, the better the educa-
tion the more definite the job aim. The two college graduates
were interested respectively in accounting and library work
and began work at those levels. The two girls who studied
hairdressing received positions right away: one could not
keep on with this vocation because she became allergic to the
shampoo soap. Lillian, wanting to work in medicine, has made
her vocation a laboratory technician. Lawrence, now at col-
lege, is detemined to be a teacher. The boy who went to
Bentley has not made good because of reasons related to his
illness. Thus, careful planning has helped place these people,
b
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A few of the less well educated have stayed with their origi-
nal choices: three girls who started as factory stitchers
have been content to hold the same jobs with little change in
job or pay.
Job Strains
In general, none admitted finding their job difficult
or causing any emotional or physical upset beyond natural
fatigue* Most were proud of being able to work: a few said
"I never thought I»d be able to earn my own living." Those
who mentioned problems did not seem to see them related to
their illness.
Joseph, a big, husky man with moderate heart disease,
is a ship fitter in the Navy Yard. He works long hours, and
during the war worked extra hours. He had quite a time ex-
plaining to fellow workers why he was 4P* Shortly before the
writer interviewed him he had to "beat up a big negro who
said I was yellow," Joseph was upset because a very good
friend of his had been crushed to death just a few days before.
He was going to be extra careful from then on»
The doctors recognized the physical strain of these
jobs and in some cases recommended they locate another job*
Usually patients were cooperative. Johp., who had four serious
Illnesses of various sorts, including rheumatic fever, went
to v;ork within two years after his illnesses in a butcher shop.
He had to be in and out of tihe cold storage room, and by sheer
0 Ibvi
luck did not become ill again* He was advised to get another
job, and he did, as a longshoreman X Beatrice did messenger
work for a month iintil the doctor advised her not to continue
this work which exposed her to all kinds of weather.
Most are cai»eful to select jobs where they can sit, or
whe2?e the working conditions are warm and di^-* By the time
Cardiac Study patients are ready to go to work they understahd
how to take care of themselves.
Dorothy, spooling yam at a sit-down job in a yam
factory, said she was alv/ays tired and knew it was because of
her rheumatic fever attack some years previously. Actually
there is nothing physically wrong with her: she has a normal
heart*
Hours of Work
All worked long and full hours, particularly those
who were in war plants. None complained and were apparently
glad to take advantage of the times which allowed them to make
overtime pay.
Ambitions and Plans
Except in a very few cases all said they were satis-
fied with their jobs and that they had no further plans*
Seven differed, and only two of these had war jobs. V/hen
worker questioned the others about their plans if they lost
their war work - the war was still on - they merely looked
blank and shrugged their shoulders. Their attitude seemed to
•i )
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be they would make money while they could. Never knowing un-
employment perhaps they cannot conceive of anything different.
John bought a store together with his brother and is
running it while the brother is away. Tony, who expected his
accounting job with a war firm would soon end, plans to enter
the priesthood for which he has long had a calling. Prances,
still in high school, is planning to take the laboratory tech-
nician course Lillian is just completing. Stella, whose hair-
dressing career is at a temporary end because of her allergy
to shampoo soap in the cold T*eather of this climate, is work-
ing to save money to go to a better climate. Beatrice will
keep house for her sailor husband. Ethel will do likewise,
though continuing to be a librarian for a few more months.
Joseph, now in the shipyard, may buy a store though his weekly
salary of fifty-eight to sixty dollars soon melts, he says*
Conclusions
As far as their vocational activities are concerned,
the Cardiac Study children seemed to have made a good adjust-
ment, though there has been no stated comparison with another
group. Pew received vocational guidance from the case worker,
because many were not ready for job counseling while they were
in the care of the Cardiac Study. There was great \mrest
among all school students in the nation because they were able
to obtain far better jobs because of the times. One of the
problems of post-war economics is what to do with the yoimg
aoi> i.
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workers who have been dropping out of school prematurely.
"By 1945, there will be three million young people, ranging
from fourteen or fifteen to twenty-one or twenty-two years of
age who left school before they reached eighteen and before
they completed high school."^ Many of them will have had no
education beyond grade school, and the majority will not have
had more than two years of high school. They will have been
employed in jobs that did not utilize nor teach any special
skills. "The drafting of young men into the armed forces, and
the stupendous needs of war time industry created a severe
labor shortage in war-production centers and in areas near
army camps, and a general tightening of the labor market in
most communities* As men and women entered war plants they
left vacant the less well paid jobs in restaurants, hotels,
retail stores, etc."^ The Cardiac Study children, with their
added restlessness because of their broken schooling due to
their illness were prone to join their well brothers and sis-
ters* Probably they felt the general unrest of the world and
felt a patriotic urge to help out their relatives who were able
to enter the armed services*
The writer believes the post-war job world will much
affect these young people* During the war they were accepted
T Gertrude Zimand, "The Changing Picture of Child
Labor" Adolescents in Wartime , The Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science, Vol. 236, (Philadel-
phia: Thorsten Sellin, November, 1944) page 83.
2 Ibid.
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without much question as to their heart condition. In later
years as before the war, employers may be loath to take on
people of questionable health. Nine of the Cardiac Study*
s
present job holders have moderate to severe heart conditions.
They now hold fairly good jobs. The general public understands
cardiac condition to mean the possibility of sudden heart fail-
ure and hence is reluctant to employ such a person. The po-
sition of industry in relation to employing the physically
handicapped is understandable as the matters of group insurance
and workmen's compensation enter into this question. However,
the pre-employment physical examination can be used to facili-
tate the employment cf handicapped workers in a suitable em-
ployment. More and more employers are coming to realize
through their war years' experience, that handicapped persons
can do satisfactory work. The writer has in mind a nationally
known insurance company whose main office in Boston has learned
that deaf mutes, orthopedic cripples and even alcoholics are
highly satisfactory workers. Therefore a wise revision of
physical standards for employment selection is urged. Vocation
rehabilitation already started by this State for people with
serious handicaps, needs to be extended to the person with the
lesser physical ills.
One of the suggestions dealing with young people is
that they return to school, as the returning veterans are be-
ing encouraged to do. But there are two main problems: first,
•I oJ
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they would be older and more mature than the boys and girls in
school: second, they left originally because they did not like
the school set-up. A drastic change in education for rehabili-
tation needs to be worked out to take care of these people.
This seems a government responsibility as the whole problem is
on a national scale.
Certain it is that the Cardiacs will need much the same
advice as do the other thousands of youth. Yoimg workers of
today have a distorted idea of work and wages. They have been
receiving high wages for long hours of work. They will need
help to understand their decrease in wages, how to adjust to
more normal labor conditions, and how to accept the limitations
employers may place on their hiring.
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CHAPTER V
ATTITUDE TOWARD ILLNESS
It has long been recognized that patients react toward
Illness according to their biological endowment and their past
training and environment,-^ The patient should be evaluated in
all his significant relationships when a plan is made for his
care, especially as rheumatic fever is so different from other
long illnesses. The diagnosis may be a surprise, the acute-
ness of the illness fraught with danger, the long convalescence
strains the emotional resources of the patients, while the al-
ways hovering fear of recurrence cannot help but affect one.
It would be useful to learn how patients react to illness in
general, to cardiac illness in particular, and what neurotic
gain the patient obtains from the illness in relation to the
various members of his family, his immediate associates, his
other contacts, Ethel Cohen^ states that the persons in imme-
diate contact with the child have a far-reaching psychologic
effect. Some of the emotional factors such people show are
over-anxiety, deficiency in normal affectionate concem for the
child, mismanagement in child training and family friction,
particularly marital troubles. The attitudes of people in
charge of the child during his illness and convalescence are
extremely important,
1 Leon Saul, "The Place of Psychosomatic Knowledge in
Case Work," The Family, 22:226, November, 1941.
2 Ethel Cohen, "The Social Component in Heart Disease,'
jToTirnal. 16r422. October. 193»^
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Questions were asked of the Cardiac Study patients
concerning their attitude towards having been ill. This ques-
tion was asked for this thesis some years after their illness,
when most had readjusted to a normal life. The answers indi-
cate how these persons have employed mechanisms of various
kinds to put their illness out of mind. The writer found that
the question "ViThat is your attitude toward your illness?" had
to be qualified to "What do you think about having had rheu-
matic fever?"
Thirty-six answers were obtained. Twenty- two persons
stated they never bother about it, never think of it any more.
Then eight of these voluntarily qualified their answers as
they thought aloud. They seemed to want to discuss it further
as if they had done much thinking about it.
(1) Dorothy spoke of the a:reat difference it had made
in her school and social life. (2) Lillian was disappointed
not to be allowed to become a nurse. She went on to confess
she had worried over whether to tell a boy she almost married
about her rheumatic fever. She didn't marry him, because of
another reason, but she cannot help worrying should she want
to marry* Though the doctors have told her she may lead a
normal life, she still has doubts. (3) Jimmy disregards his
illness to such a point that he would not accept treatment for
it. His father admits to worrying over Jimmy's future. (4)
Tommy hasn't thought of it in years, he says, now he wonders
(I)
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if it will keep him out of the Services • He is a descendant
of a Revolutionary War Hero and the Army tradition is a heri-
tage in his family. (5) Prances' aunt contradicted her de-
nials, flatly: "Prances is always worrying about it, and she
reads every bit of literature she finds." (6) James recalls
his rheumatic fever only when he receives his clinic card. He
wonders what his heart involvement really is: "no one has
told me." (7) If Muriel's illness had happened to her now
she would really be upset. At 16 she is enjoying many dates,
and hates the thought of having to miss out on fun. (8) Tony
was very restricted when he was young, and never was able to
do what the other boys did: he feels he has missed much. It
is this young man, now out of college, who said, "I would like
to do volunteer work with sick boys and girls, for only one
who has been through it all knows what it is really like."
Pour were hostile, and claimed they had never had any-
thing wrong with them: they had this same negative attitude
during the time of their acute illness, Margaret's parents
were too ignorant to comprehend her illness. James refused to
admit his illness. Lucy has flatly refused to return to clinic
Constance's mother had heart trouble herself but refused to
admit Constance might have it. It is interesting to notice
that on the basis of the doctor's last diagnosis, Margaret and
Constance have normal hearts, Jimmy has slight heart damage,
while Lucy has moderate heart damage.
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As is evidenced, family reactions play a strong part
in coloring the child* s reaction. If the parents denied it,
as did Constance's mother through her owi guilt feelings, so
did Constance. In another instance, Joseph's mother set out
to compensate Joseph for his lack - she was seeing to it that
he received as good an education as the family could afford -
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. But from another,
Anthony's mother, comes at present a rather whining reaction.
She writes that though Anthony is in the Amy, he is always on
sick bay and should be discharged. In the case records she
seemed to want attention focused on herself and her present
reaction would seem to be following the same pattern, wanting
Anthony home to take care of her. Lawrence reflects his
sibling feelings of jealousy, when he says his illness was
very restricting because all his family loved sports and his
brothers were especially good at them. "Me, I was always too
spindly and weak." And Claire, well her father died of heart
trouble, and though she has a normal heart she cannot help
worrying.
Two girls described how they take care of themselves.
They rest, dress properly in cold weather, stay in when the
weather is damp, eat high vitamin content diet and don't worry
too much, though they admit the worry is present. Stella has
bad memories of always being sick and missing out. She it was
who said at one time "I'm just a make believe Stella." She
r.o:f a-^fs /Ifl
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thinks now she has overcome the fear of herself which she once
had. She Is deliberately making herself independent and is
proud of it. "There are other satisfactions In life besides
excellent health. No one with a cardiac condition should feel
handicapped. True, something has been lost, but there are
other things, too." And Dorothy knows she is cured now, but -
there is always the danger of recurrence*
The one boy who is still ill, perhaps with a touch of
a neurosis now, says he doesn't like the idea of always being
ill. He seems to be in a state of apathy: he makes no plans
about his future. His brother John is appreciative of the fact
he can do a day's work.
Joseph showed a dull anger over the whole affair. He
hates the very words. He puts off coming to the clinic as long
as possible and feels fine until he turns dov/n the hospital
street*
At least six absolutely refuse to return for clinic
checkups once a year. Two were resistant during care.
Angelo referred to his fears in regard to his job.
Each time he advanced in the Navy Yard he had to pass a physical
examination! each time he worried about the outcome. He al-
ways did pass, but the fear was very vivid*
G-amet is a young man deriving secondary gain from his
rheumatic fever. He has been mentioned in the section on Vo-
cations as being imemployed. When he was thirteen years old
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he had to spend one year at home in bed in his eighth grade
year, but at the time the illness did not seem to be unusually
disturbing. His parents were interviewed for this thesis in
Garnet's absence in another State on vacation. They were much
upset in discussing his views. His purpose is centered on
making big money as a compensation for the disadvantage of a
heart condition. His diagnosis at present is rheumatic heart
condition, moderately severe. He tried three times to enter
the Services, resting carefully before each physical, but was
turned down. He felt very badly, all his friends joined up
following Pearl Harbor: his immediate family is a Service one
for his father is in the Coast Guard, his sister is a Wave and
his brother is in the Army. Garnet decided he wanted a good,
paying job and took up accounting one winter at the Bentley
School. He would not enter war work because these jobs would
not be permanent. He also thought he would fail the physical
examination. Other jobs would he closed to him because of
veteran's preference following the war. Some employers would
not hire him because of the heart condition. Yet he insisted
on good pay. He had several good civil service jobs, in spite
of the heart condition, but gave them up because he wanted more
money. Now his friends are discharged, ex-veterans, and easily
re-employed. He is unemployed, and is warped and bitter over
his life. Interestingly enough he put his earnings into war
bonds. His parents seem understanding and genuinely afraid he
rrr
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is jeopardizing his future. The writer advised that he return
to the hospital, which he had not done for several years be-
cause he thought the clinic "kid stuff" and ask advice of the
doctors. It is interesting that in the whole group of fifty-
eight patients, he is the only one who has been so affected.
Mary, who failed the hairdressing examinations, asked
the writer if she could bribe someone in the State Committee.
Mary had plenty of money, she said, and this would be a good
use for it. Mary*s father was thought at one time to be a
bootlegger, and perhaps Mary, too, has no respect for law. Like
Garnet, she felt cheated by her illness, saying she had to leave
school and had done the best she could: now it is up to some
one else to help her.
These thirty-six answers indicate the traumatic effect
the rheumatic fever and its consequence, rheumatic heart dis-
ease, has had on the lives of the patients. In the reasons are
foiind frustrations, fears, hostility, ignorance, guilt, jeal-
ousy - all the negative emotions. In view of the careful case
work done during the actual time of contact, it is interesting
that several do not know exactly what is wrong with them. It
is true that doctors do not tell the medical diagnosis, but
they do interpret it in order to gain the patient* s cooperation.
These few cases illustrate blocking of what one does not wish
to accept.
iOjoub
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To deal with emotional attitudes toward illness, one
can only be av/are of the possibilities that may arise, and,
acquainting oneself with the patient and his environment, in-
terpret each contingency as it arises*
Emotional Attitudes Toward Draft Classification
It was found, in discussing the patients' attitude to-
ward their illness of several years back, that the young men
had very definite feeling about being disqualified for their
country's service. Because of rheumatic heart disease they
were placed in 4P. Several brought this up voluntarily when
asked their attitude toward their illness. The writer decided
to include the material thus given at this section of the the-
sis. Fifteen young men are of draft age: only three had been
accepted for the Army, and one joined the Maritime Service*
Some of these feelings were emotional in content and the writer
appends these descriptions to the previous sections. There was
no contact with two 4P»ers, both out of the State.
All save one admitted they felt badly over their fail-
ure to be accepted. Their friends joined up: they v/ere being
left out of a great psychological mass feeling. More than tiiat,
they realize they will feel this frustration the rest of their
lives. As Lawrence put it, "All ray friends are traveling
places and seeing things: after the war this geography will be
common knowledge and I'll be left out.*' The exception was
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rather pleased at being placed in 2B, because of essential work.
**I feel pretty secure about not having to go."
Most have adjusted by now, except Garnet, mentioned in
the previous section. Anthony has found that his friends who
have been in some harrowing battles envy his civilian status.
Joseph has made new plans involving extra education* John,
worried over the future when veterans would have preference,
feels more secure now that he is co-owner of a fruit store*
Joseph still resents being "an outcast."
John R. needed during his illness much interpretation
of rheiunatic fever and the degree to which he was-ill» He re-
fused to admit this, and much case work was necessary. When
the draft board refused him, he was much upset, he isold the
hospital worker "be.cause he had never been told he had rheu-
matic fever." Subsequently he was accepted by the Merchant
Marine, and has traveled all over the world*
Conclusion
The results of this inquiry into the emotional aspects
of a long, serious illness seems to indicate further care
should be taken to deal with this as satisfactory as possible*
In an acute illness, the physical or medical needs are tended
to at once, and often there is not time to prepare the child
adequately for his feelings during the illness. By the time
he begins his convalescence some of his emotions are already
crystallized. The good case worker should make special efforts
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to allay fears, help prepare for some of the frustrations the
convalescent child will experience both at the present time and
when he is no longer convalescing. During this time the case
worker will be alive to learning the child and his background,
to adapt case work methods to the individual.
In the majority of the Cardiac Study cases this good
case work procedure was follov/ed so that at present only two
persons seem to have allowed their feelings about illness to
be interfering with their present adjustment. Most have be-
come philosophical about their heart conditions, adjusting
their lives around it and accepting it as part of their life
situation. The vocational accomplishments of many indicate
the extent to which they have overcome their handicap. They
ha\ce been able to obtain compensation for their heart condition
by functioning as normally as possible, obtaining recognition
in the vocational life of the community.
The problem of the 4P»s is a unique one, due to v/orld
conditions in part. If there had never been a war, nor com-
pulsory military training, the fifteen young men in the Cardiac
Study would not have experienced this frustration, and the
eleven who were not accepted would not have felt badly. By
July, 1943, over one and a half million men in this country had
been rejected by Selective Service for physical reasons ,5
3 Luther E, Woodward, "Social Case Work in Relation
to Selective Service and the Rejectee," Mental Hygiene
^
127;3t370, July, 1943.
*
The 4!3'»s realize the hazards of their vocational futures when
veterans' preference begins to function*
In the cases of the Cardiac Study men, rejection for
military service may climax a life which has been, so far, one
rejection after another. The child may have been unwanted at
hone. Illness with its frustration may have caused failure in
school, and a termination as soon as possible with the conse-
quent inability to obtain satisfactory employment* John, of
the fruit store, left school early because he lost so much
time, then, as he obtained unskilled laboring jobs he had to
give these up because they were too difficult for his heart
condition. Rejected by the Army, he v/as disconsolate until an
understanding older brother suggested pooling 'their resources.
Other emotional problems may be helped by disqualifi-
cation. The John who has since joined the Merchant Marine had
an over-protective mother who was not allowing him independence,
When he was refused, he turned around and joined the one ser-
vice which would accept him. Thus he found his freedom.
As with human beings generally, several of this re-
jected young men found inner strength to rise above their dis-
appointment and to go on living. Anthony, with an increased
desire to help other people who have rheumatic fever, has cer-
tainly adjusted very well.
The v;riter concludes that people reacted to disappoint-
ment in this area in the way they had learned to react accord-
ing to their biological endowment and their past training and
environment*
J..
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CHAPTER VI
FINAL CONCLUSIONS
The public health aspects of rheumatic fever, now
recognized as one of the most serious diseases because of the
possible after effects of rheumatic heart disease, have made
the conclusions of this thesis interesting to every person in-
terested in community well-being* Much community money is in-
vested in rheumatic fever patients, besides the time and
ability of the skilled professions involved. It is therefore
of community interest to learn some of the ways in which fif-
ty-eight former patients have adjusted to their ensuing life
situations
•
The fifty-eight patients of the Cardiac Study, with
their varying degrees of no, or some heart damage, are now
self-respecting members of the community, able to participate
in the competition of obtaining education or of procuring
work. There are two possible exceptions to full adjustment;
one boy has a distinctly twisted attitude toward employment,
another clings to his illness and does not appear to be gain-
ing satisfaction in anything, not even his own illness. The
time, money, and skill invested in the group of fifty-eight
patients has been well spent by the three agencies which in-
itiated the Cardiac Study in 1934. (See page eight.) However,
the adjustment of some of these patients might have been less
difficult if the community had a better understanding of the
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problems convalescents face when they try to re-enter normal
living in school or jobs.
Certainly, it has been demonstrated that long and seri-
ous illness, with occasional following handicap, has a trau-
matic effect on the patient. Since rheumatic fever occurs dur-
ing adolescence, the trying-out period during which the young
person begins to mold his own life, these growth processes are
affected and stunted, or they are turned into other fields of
expansion, V/hile the patients were acutely ill, efforts were
made to give them the best possible medical attention, whether
in their own homes or in foster homes* During their long con-
valescence the morale factor was realized, and plans were made
to permit the patient to feel he was progressing in the various
spheres of his life. School was the main field of interest
for all patients in the Study at the time of their illness.
During the convalescence, the special services for schooling
which was arranged by the protecting social agencies seemed
successful, but directly the patients tried to find their place
in society, various problems arose which forecast the ultimate
difficulties of adjustment some would experience. Though the
Cardiac Study patients have done well, many had serious prob-
lems to overcome, and they did not always have the aid of
trained social workers. This was because once the irainediate
medical problem ended, case work services sometimes concluded
also.
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Since rheumatic fever generally attacks children of
school age, the school was the first area to which the patients
tried to readjust. The young patients found it was difficult
to return to regular school, for reasons generally dealing with
school administrations. Due directly to rheumatic fever, forty-
four children of the fifty-eight had serious interruptions in
their regular schooling. These interruptions in some instances
caused the patients to repeat grades, and the resulting diffi-
culty caused some persons to leave or to withdraw from school.
An evaluation of the educational problems which the Cardiac
Study patients faced indicates that social agencies and schools
should make a more definite effort to understand each other*
s
specific problems.
There is no adequate care taken for temporary absence
because of sickness in the present set-up of grade promotion.
If a child has home teaching all his school years, he succeeds
in passing along from year to year: if he has to enter and
leave regular school several times, the uneven education is not
satisfactory. Public schools today are geared to the needs of
the well child who is expected to attend with relatively few
absences.
Various communities had varying standards of school
promotion, and the Cardiac Study patients, some of whom had re-
ceived home teaching in the medical foster homes located In
other communities were bewildered by the differences they found
-3'. r
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on their return to their regular school. Some subjects would
be new, some familiar ones would be presented with a different
approach. Occasionally children had to repeat because they had
been absent a certain number of days smd their school did not
accept the home teaching they had received. The patients lost
interest and occasionally left school before graduation from
high school, a fact that will be important should jobs become
scarce. Education is always one criterion for a job#
School authorities and teachers do not understand rheu-
matic fever, its symptoms, or the treatment of possible effects
The case worker spent valuable time interpreting the disease
and found the teachers anxious to learn. The school is ideally
situated to supervise the health of children and to learn meth-
ods of modem medicine which will call attention to warning
symptoms. Perhaps short intensive courses of general medical
information could aid teachers to be aware of these possibili-
ties.
Home teachers need to be trained specially to imder-
stand their students who are undergoing convalescence, in order
to teach them successfully and to keep up their interest in
school progress. Vi/hen these patients are ready to return to
school they should be prepared for the transition to regular
school routine. The experience of being one in forty children
is difficult for the child who has become accustomed to much
attention from his home teacher.
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In a sincere effort to help physically handicapped
children some cities have organized special health classes*
However, their value for rheumatic fever patients is doubtful.
Such classes are Inclined to over-protection and a continuation
of the convalescent state in a child who has already experienced
long convalescent care. Rheumatic fever children need to learn
to adjust to regular schooling and normal living as soon as
they are able.
Schools do not always understand the function of the
social v/orker. The social worker attempts to help the child
fulfill his needs according to his own way of adjusting to his
difficulties. Teachers generally do not understand this indi-
vidual approach, perhaps because they are overburdened with
large classes and busy schedules. They sometimes regard the
social worker as one who is interfering with the school policy
by asking for special privileges for some child who seems well
able to be considered part of the group. Several courses in
social work for the teachers and in administrative problems
of education for the social workers would benefit relations
between the two professions.
In spite of the negative aspects discovered, the agen-
cies which took part in the Car*diac Study are pleased to learn
that most patients have showed a desire to obtain as good an
education as lies within their means. Though they had many
handicaps, most were able to return to school and do as well
•lo'i '
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as their more fortunate classmates who were not subject to
serious recurring lllness#
Following school, the Cardiac Study patients turned
to jobs* Twenty-seven, so far as Is known, have made a credit-
able showing, and each person has justifiable pride In his ac-
complishment. One boy, because of Inner neurotic needs, v/ants
high salaries, and persistently gives up jobs because the In-
come doesn»t satisfy him. During the war years there was a
demand for workers, and young people went from high school to
jobs very easily. The Cardiac Study group, whose attention to
schooling had been affected by the effects of their Illness,
also followed along with the general restlessness of youth.
Jobs obtained were good jobs, offering training on the job,
fair hours and a good salary. The majority of the twenty-seven
obtained good positions and their salaries reflect this: the
average weekly pay of sixteen workers of both sex amounts to
$31.99. Though the Cardiac Study patients who are now working
have adjusted well In a favorable employment world, their physi-
cal condition may become a handicap In the future.
Most patients have adapted fairly well to their jobs.
In spite of heart damage they have carried through the work
expected of them. In general, the Cardiac Study patients did
not allow their degrees of heart damage to have much effect on
their choice of vocation, though a few admitted they were care-
ful of fatigue. However, the better the education, the more
lo r.
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definite was the job aim, and the more care was used in job
selection*
Because of the war, and the demand by employers for
workers, the fact of heart damage has been overlooked in the
past* Should jobs become scarce, there is the possibility
that the person with heart damage may be discriminated against
through the general public* s lack of understanding. Heart dam-
age means heart failure to many employers. The Cardiac Study
patients may face pre-employment physical examinations, de-
signed by the employer to weed out the physically unfit. Be-
fore the war, these physical examinations were becoming one of
the requirements for employment. They were used but not rigid-
ly followed in many war plants. Workmen* s compensation and
health insurances have made these examinations necessary and
routine. Several patients in the Cardiac Study worried that
they would not pass. Such physical exajninations need not be a
threat if the standards are wisely revised so a person with
heart damage may be employed in a job suiting his capacity.
The war years showed employers that physically handicapped
persons, properly placed, are excellent workers. Perhaps a
vocational rehabilitation program, already in use for seriously
handicapped people, might be extended to the person with lesser
physical ills.
With the closing of the war plants where some Cardiac
Study patients worked, these young people must seek new jobs.
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Some are not high school graduates, mast have a heart condition
to consider. They will need help in understanding a job world
where there will be vast differences from their old job world
in salary, hours, and job types, and where their physical
health is important. They will no longer have their choice of
jobs. A definite program concerned with the vocational reha-
bilitation of all young people, and particularly of cardiacs,
needs to be planned. It is believed that a government program.
State or otherwise, is necessary because the employment situ-
ation is on a national scale. Meanwhile this seems to be an
area where the original agencies could assist their former
patients. Case work services may be necessary for vocational
advice
One of the aspects studied was how patients felt about
their illness, now that some years have passed since the acute
illness and convalescence. Many presumably accepted their ill-
ness as a temporary inconvenience, and have forgotten about it
or fail now to think of it. A number indicated their deep and
anxious feelings which they had at the time of their illness
and some of which have continued to the present time. A long
and serious illness may mean fear, guilt, frustration, anxiety,
or hostility, to some patients. How these feelings develop
depends on the way in which the patients have previously ad-
justed to events in their lives. Case work treatment from the
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onset of illness should endeavor to consider the meaning of
the illness to the particular individual, and should help him
work out his own way of adjusting to the illness, to his conva-
lescence and to plans for later life.
Young men of draft age had problems to face when they
were disqualified for National Service, because of their heart
condition. Most suffered frustration because they were barred
from participating in a national movement whose patriotic pur-
pose v;as defense of their country. They will continue to be
frustrated as they meet with veterans* preference in the future
job world, or find that they are left out of the common ex-
perience of their friends and siblings. Rejection by the gov-
ernment may have been a climax to a series of rejections al-
ready suffered by some men as they grew. In general, young
men reacted in the way in which they responded to other dis-
appointments in their lives.
There is a need for better attention to the long temr
needs of the person undergoing long convalescence. Though the
hospital can provide medical supervision, and the agency a case
worker to learn the situation and to help with the realities,
such aid is limited by the community resources and its present
limited understanding of the factors involved. While the pa-
tient was ill and under care, he was given suitable attention,
depending on his needs and on what he and his family could
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accept. Once the patient had recovered from the acute Illness,
there was difficulty in his readjustment to school and to job,
due to a lack of comprehension by the community of the specific
meanings of long term illness.
THE END
Approved
,
Dean
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APPENDICES
SCHEDULE
Name Case Number
Present Address Living at home?
Birth Date Age
Sex Des cent
Date of Interview Marital Status
Place of Interview
Health
Medical Diagnosis
Prognosis if given
Medical History ; Hospitalization, reasons and dates. Poster
home placements, reasons and dates. Bed care at home,
reasons and dates. Any outstanding problems other than
medical?
Present Medical Recommendations , To what degree are patients
following these? Frequency of clinic visits* Are appoint
ments kept?
Grade Completed?
Schooling ; Rate of progress, grades repeated, home ^
special tutoring, summer school, etc*
Restrictions while at school.
Reasons for leaving school
Major subjects or interests
Vocational Training
Attendance beyond secondary school* Reason
Education
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Employment
Jobs In order of chronology, kind of work, pay, hours, reason
for leaving, length, satisfactions or dissatisfactions, eto
Are there any physical or emotional strains?
Future plans and ambitions. How planned for?
Do jobs show developmental progress or not? Is there a goal?
Attitude Toward Illnesa
General attitude toward illness. Of patient, of family. In
what areas of the above have these been noted?
What is patient (man's) attitude toward draft classification?
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LETTER
Miss •
43 Main Street,
Blanktown, Mass»
Dear Elizabeth:
I wonder If I could ask your cooperation on a Study I
am making for the Children's Cardiac Clinic at the Massachusetts
General Hospital and the Children's Mission to Children. We
are interested in following up the patients known to the Clinic
and the Mission, and to learn their present activities.
For example, what are you doing now? Are you working?
If so, what do you do, and where? Do you like it? What grade
in school did you complete? Would you be willing to use the
enclosed envelope and write me this information?
These are busy times, I know, but I assure you others
will profit by the results of this Study, I hope you are en-
joying continued good health. Thank you for yo\ir cooperation.
Cordially yours.
(signed) Charlotte E. Davis
Social Worker.
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